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How to Learn a Jazz Standard 
Bradley Sowash 

 

T. H. A. N. K. S. 
Tune 
 Learn the melody alone paying attention to target notes (usually chord tones) and 
melodic shape. Memorize as soon as possible through a combination of muscle 
memory, ear, and the logic of how the melody fits the chords. 
 
Harmony 
 Work through the chord progression separately. Choose logical closed-chord 
positions using only root and 2nd inversions ("bird") for now. 
 
Accompaniment 
 Decide what "comping" styles and chord voicings you’ll use. Generally, the left 
hand plays basslines and/or chords while the right hand plays the melody with or 
without harmony "hung" below the melody notes. 
 
Noodle 
 Experiment with embellishing the melody and improvising. Let your ear be your 
guide. Imagine how you'd like it to sound and then use your knowledge of the key, 
chords, and rhythms to find the notes. Turn off your inner judger and let it flow for a 
while to discover what choices you like. 
 
Kickback 
 Loosen up. Try not to overthink it or be “paralyzed by perfection.” Know and 
enjoy that it will be different each time. 
 
Share 

Play your music for others. Perhaps post it online. Enjoy the positive feedback. 
Consider whether thoughtful critiques are useful. Ignore any mean ones. 
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TIPS 
● Listen to several audio or video recorded versions to get a feel for the tune.   

Listen analytically with musician’s ears. Slow the speed down if necessary. How 
is the melody embellished? What accompaniment styles do the musicians use? 
Grasp the concepts (if not the actual notes) behind their improvisation to develop 
your own ideas.   

 
● Start slowly but not so slow that you can’t feel the groove. Then, vary the tempo, 

change the register, mix it up a bit.  Remember that your overall goal is to 
internalize and integrate the structure of the tune. 

 
● Know your chords! If looking for the next chord creates pauses in your playing, 

practice chord drills independently of learning tunes to develop better chord 
fluency. Here are the most common chords (all shown with C as the root): 
Folk/Rock styles – C, Cmin, C7. 
Jazz – CMaj7, C7, Cmin7, Cmin7(b5), Cdim7  
You might also encounter – C6, Cmin6, C9, Cm9, C13. 

 
  

 
Live online jazz piano classes. 

Large selection of improvisation resources. 
 
 


